Welcome! Thanksgiving Visitors!

### THE TIBRON

**Representative Mills Talks on World Crises**

Local Congressmen Discusses Neutrality Legislation Considered Before Recent Congress

United States Representative Wilbur Mills spoke at the Tuesday morning chapel when the recent neutrality legislation passed in Congress. Mills referred to recent history and pointed out that in 1917 a crisis of events occurred when Europe entered the war and caused the world leaders to fear that a war might arise, setting civilization back at least fifty years. In 1935, the United States passed the Neutrality Act, which included sections on arms and munitions, less Ethiopia and yet our neutrality is laughable at home as we see Charter members of the club are embracing the war. The men's glee club of 35 voices was performed by speaker.

**Chapel Speaker**

Under the sponsorship of Mrs. Stapleton, a new girls' talent was presented on the campus Tuesday, November 27.

The officers elected were Albert Donaldson, president; Ruth Reader, vice-president; Julia Brown, secretary; Patricia Jackson, treasurer, and Theda Harbold, reporter.

Charter members of the club are: Ann Helen Baker, Ruth Budler, Lawrence Laymon, Julie Brown, Bernice Campbell, Edith Colman, Ruth Evans, Christella Ford, Reba Gillard, Stella Haddock, Elizabeth Harwick, Marjorie Hehn, Gvetle Hill, Ruth Jones, Patricia Jackson, Kelsee Mass, Kodie Leslie, Lillian Little, Coral McRae, Erna McNichols, Priscilla Nicholas, Daisy Robinson, Claudia Russell, and Yvonne Strong.

At the first meeting the organization adopted as their colors red, white, and blue. A goal was committed to the membership that it would be a constitution to be admitted to the administration.

**4-H Club Writing Its Constitution**

In a meeting of the 4-H Club Thursday evening it was decided to recognize the club so as to include former members of the Future Farmers of America and persons who are really interested in the work and purposes of the organization.

Darrell Harwood, president of the 4-H Club, appointed Lowell Brand, vice-president, and Paul McMillan, secretary, to represent the Future Farmers of America, to head the organization, and take the constitution incorporating it in the change in membership qualifications; to conduct all meetings in strict procedure and to be guided by Robert Rice of Order in the conduct of the campus beautification project. Memberships were set at five. Those present were encouraged to submit a name for the new club.

It was pointed out that most every one should know everybody, and that the organization finds it will be fitting this need in advancing this formality. The president will call a meeting of all interested in becoming members in a few days.

**Armstrong Discusses Way To Happiness On Air Sunday**

Using "The Way of Happiness" as his text on the regular program over station KAPC, Dr. T. G. Armstrong stressed faiths in God and called upon those tuning in to realize the value of happiness. One should not be content with what he has and not a money chaser; he should trust in God, and read His Word, such as the 44th psalm by Brother Armstrong’s talk.

He invoked him, that speaks over the country never to be forgotten to the public, has the true way of God, not the shrewd talking. If we will go to the public in any such a manner, we shall be without power. Beside the main features of the program, Dr. Armstrong's speech on the "Hymn Singers," the gospel songs are always great and exciting.

**Taylor Speaks In Chapel Services**

Leaving the campus at 4:40 on Monday night the Lamb-Quite Siganus and their dates announced by Prof. Dyke and Mrs. William E. Moore, who told them not to get up until school is out, be stated.

He stressed the fact that an education is a road to knowledge, and an educated person has broadening interests and his education will keep him moving on the right path. The education, one of the school and their dates was as follows: L. D. Frank and Jack Sears, Leonard McReynolds, Willard Taylor, and Hugh Lawrence.

**Lambda Sigmas Visit Red Bluff**

Leaving the campus at 4:40 on Monday night the Lamb-Quite Siganus and their dates announced by Prof. Dyke and Mrs. William E. Moore, who told them not to get up until school is out, be stated.

He stressed the fact that an education is a road to knowledge, and an educated person has broadening interests and his education will keep him moving on the right path. The education, one of the school and their dates was as follows: L. D. Frank and Jack Sears, Leonard McReynolds, Willard Taylor, and Hugh Lawrence.

**Speech Chors to Broadcast This Afternoon**

Mal Quarter And Wanda Hartwell, Solist, Will Also Appear on Weekly Program, Today.

A new group on the campus, the men's speech choir, will make its first public appearance on the radio program Sunday afternoon.

The choir, not formally organized as yet, is composed of a diverse group with flexible voices suitable for the varied material that can be presented. The program will be under the direction of Mrs. J. N. Armstrong who in the choir are Leonard Kirk, Bermond Salley, John Mason, and Mrs. Horace Jones. Musical parts will be given to Benjamin Payne, Robert Raver, Jack Malahey, Elsie Mae Keaton, Sidie Leslie and Wilburn. Open Church in Maintaining an Effective Sunday School.

**Club Organized By Kitchen Force**

All students working in the Kitchen and dining hall of the college club met Tuesday night October 8th at 7:30 to form a new organization.

The club has its officers: President, Hazel Rice, Vice-president, Mrs. Crockett; Secretary-treasurer, Frances Novak. The speakers are Mrs. Chandler and Mrs. Thornton.

At the second meeting on Tuesday, November 14th, the program of the club was discussed. One of the most outstanding in the cooperation of all workers with one another to help work smoothly. They also discussed the entertainment program.

**This Week's Events?**

**SPEECH CHORS TO BROADCAST THIS AFTERNOON**

Mal Quarter And Wanda Hartwell, Solist, Will Also Appear on Weekly Program, Today.

A new group on the campus, the men's speech choir, will make its first public appearance on the radio program Sunday afternoon. The choir, not formally organized as yet, is composed of a diverse group with flexible voices suitable for the varied material that can be presented. The program will be under the direction of Mrs. J. N. Armstrong who in the choir are Leonard Kirk, Bermond Salley, John Mason, and Mrs. Horace Jones.

The choir, not formally organized as yet, is composed of a diverse group with flexible voices suitable for the varied material that can be presented. The program will be under the direction of Mrs. J. N. Armstrong who in the choir are Leonard Kirk, Bermond Salley, John Mason, and Mrs. Horace Jones.

The choir, not formally organized as yet, is composed of a diverse group with flexible voices suitable for the varied material that can be presented. The program will be under the direction of Mrs. J. N. Armstrong who in the choir are Leonard Kirk, Bermond Salley, John Mason, and Mrs. Horace Jones.
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BY
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With Other Colleges

BY L. D. FRASHER

Huntingdon College recently held its fifteenth homecoming.

Huntingdon College, London, Ohio, is the smallest college in the world. It is staffed by science and fine profs.

SHADIES OF MILES STANDISH in Edie Harris cropped up during today's pep rally. Bob Cronin made a dash with Homer Simpson for a part of the dean and indirect method of doing, only Shadie got the best of him... WHAT'S CERTAIN TO TAX us is that a fresh face is to have her plastered on the front of the National Lifeblood Magazine with an Aven!...

...She was a great Hamburger on a pick stick...

According to 'UNKER VERN' BENTON, Miles Standish Brown has quite a bit to know. How does he do it?... Morse prop number two?

CHARLIE HUTCHINSON seems to have a tidy heart. We wish he would remember that he wasn't going to intercede with the Misses-Buffington affair. But, he may 1 still go... if a mind could it bring her with glad...

I'm glad you guys think she has added with the women. We'll brand him here...

"Rossa" HUTCHINSON,... "LOUIS GREENE" HUTCHINSON, looks delightfully demonstrated Sunday... Ben Crenshaw, with whom I feel nothing...

They would make some get a girl a "noise-husband"...

Remember, when Shadie Floyd has been around the Lamenta Sigma? She gives them the cold shoulder when the trains do move... LOWELL... D. PARKER had an interesting look on his face Sunday night (you know, the mug, up-top) when Susan and Janet started talking. Lowell was with Elia Jr. Brown Sunday. When was that Bill? William was dropped, or was it?

...JACK HASSELBROOK'S latest morsels roll out in it. Just a case of old news...

"THOREAU: POSTURE-POTTERY TO torture... Point Dick Shadie Brown in a room with a corner and no window... Wanda L. Wills, the head of the band, this morning... "FOGG-EY ENTER SHERE had the keynote on her lap... Dana, when she was singing with the 'Chorale'..." Greenway was writing notes and left them in Frankly's book and that's why he was supposed to...

"Buddy" HUTCHINSON,... "LOUIS GREENE" HUTCHINSON, looks delightfully demonstrated Sunday... Ben Crenshaw, with whom I feel nothing...

They would make some get a girl a "noise-husband"...

Remember, when Shadie Floyd has been around the Lamenta Sigma? She gives them the cold shoulder when the trains do move... LOWELL... D. PARKER had an interesting look on his face Sunday night (you know, the mug, up-top) when Susan and Janet started talking. Lowell was with Elia Jr. Brown Sunday. When was that Bill? William was dropped, or was it?

...JACK HASSELBROOK'S latest morsels roll out in it. Just a case of old news...

"THOREAU: POSTURE-POTTERY TO torture... Point Dick Shadie Brown in a room with a corner and no window... Wanda L. Wills, the head of the band, this morning... "FOGG-EY ENTER SHERE had the keynote on her lap... Dana, when she was singing with the 'Chorale'..." Greenway was writing notes and left them in Frankly's book and that's why he was supposed to...

"Buddy" HUTCHINSON,... "LOUIS GREENE" HUTCHINSON, looks delightfully demonstrated Sunday... Ben Crenshaw, with whom I feel nothing...

They would make some get a girl a "noise-husband"...

Remember, when Shadie Floyd has been around the Lamenta Sigma? She gives them the cold shoulder when the trains do move... LOWELL... D. PARKER had an interesting look on his face Sunday night (you know, the mug, up-top) when Susan and Janet started talking. Lowell was with Elia Jr. Brown Sunday. When was that Bill? William was dropped, or was it?

...JACK HASSELBROOK'S latest morsels roll out in it. Just a case of old news...

"THOREAU: POSTURE-POTTERY TO torture... Point Dick Shadie Brown in a room with a corner and no window... Wanda L. Wills, the head of the band, this morning... "FOGG-EY ENTER SHERE had the keynote on her lap... Dana, when she was singing with the 'Chorale'..." Greenway was writing notes and left them in Frankly's book and that's why he was supposed to...
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NAMELESS CLERK...

Mable Dean McDaniel... Columnist

Margaret Lakotas... Secretary of Press Club

S. Bell, Louise Nicholas, Mary Alberta Ellis, Ruth else. But we believe the organizations. This at one time? Somewhere something is going to study. And even they are not open every...

Most of us came to Harding with the pur-pose in mind of obtaining an education—fitting ourselves for responsible places of service in this world. For this we entertain many students at Harding are majoring in "club work" and minor-ing in class work.

Many, however, are members of five or six clubs. Some are president of two or more clubs. But dedication and excellence in their class work and other duties can efficiently and ag-gressively serve the course of two or three clubs and somewhere something is going to be skippered.

We have as much activity going on at Harding this year as we had from 1929 to 2000 enrollees.

We are engaged in meetings of party and parties have what you give a great deal of the time. Even President Benson has difficulty in keeping two nights a week open for students to study. And even they are not open every week.

We all like these club activities, but let us not forget our primary purpose here at Harding and prepare a lesson occasionally.

ASSOCIATIONS

Do we make the most of our associations or our chances to get a little a better acquaintence of with one or two, or do we stay in the same group all the time and let acquaintances associate the same and our acquaintances limit ourselves?

Do we make the most of our association with the same group regularly, just because we have get acquainted with the ones in this group better? Why not enjoy our meals with the other group and a form a more well-rounded personality. By changing about we get into a different realm of thoughts and ideas.

If there's someone or something we want to know a little more about a person, this there is in the neighborhood. But there is in the neighborhood. But this is not supposed to be a conclusion may be reached. Consider more about each other and know each other who are new and last friendly.
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Four Girls’ Clubs Have Initiation Ceremonies Honoring Pledges

Mu Etta Adelphian

Mu Etta Adelphian club formerly sincere and beautiful candle light ater party for the freshman class. The question for hind, creating a beautiful scene.

reception room of Godden Hall. deals and motto of the club were found: Ganus and Roberta Walden, economic and military isolation toward itiated six new members.

Colors. Triple candlesticks on the table were the distinguishing marks of the colors. Iridace and lillian Walden, Brothers was the center of amusement.

Timmerman and Emerson Flanagan. The issue was when

the candle of the ceremony came when

the group.

socials and hair styles lead the way!

The Vanity Box

PLAZA

The Kitchenette was the scene of this ceremony we were Marion Graham, and Raylene Thornton.

W. H. C.’s

The Kitchenette was the scene of this ceremony we were Marion Graham, and Raylene Thornton.

Made To Measure SHIRTS

The Kitchenette was the scene of this ceremony we were Marion Graham, and Raylene Thornton.

Sweaters and Skirts

As every girl stood with lighted candles, flowers, the lovely evening, Nov. 18, entertained their pledges.

The guests were given by Miss Sears Margaret Alston, sponsor, read
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Razorbacks Win Two Games
To Stay in First Position

Leaders Defeat Packers
18 to 0

Jack Lay's Razorbacks added another victory to their record column by trouncing the Greenbay Cochran HB personnel, with the Razorbacks having the much good as will swimming. Last quarter and scored six points ther victory to their undefeated B. Harris QB. Itin one's to fight it out for top position, another exercise that Johnny Greenway the Razorbacks added six points by a long pass to Ex Berry-B. Breaking their losing streak, the running, for they are going to be out mer before last Buck took first in Cat's territory.

FOOTBALL

With only two more weeks to go it looks like the Razorbacks and the Bears are going to be the ones to fight it out for top position with the Razorbacks having the upper hand on the Bears. In the first half the Bears have not lost any games but the Bears' show one loss and one tie, but their has three more games to play and anything can happen. These other team can't be left out of the running, for they are going to be the ones trying to stop the Bears and Razorbacks if they possibly can, this might mean something for them in the long run. Now if you will just look back at the season you will see that with very few exceptions three other teams have only been beaten by one or two touchdowns. Some of the best players made out in the pool were filled in the game called out in the report. It looks like the Arkansas Razorbacks are back in their stride and are going to take on Rivals. Gibbs and Buck Harris to Ganus. Roe and

Leaders Defeat Packers
The Razorbacks opened up in the first quarter. In the last half be fifteen to receive first place Jack Lay allied two touchdowns and was blocked there. The Dell Williams 5, was behind the goal line. With the score Thompson 5, and Olive Fogg 5.

Berryhill LE
Razorbacks 18
Berryhill RE
Razorbacks 18

Bread FB
Waters

P. G iants 6

TO

THE QUANTITY BEAUTY

Dr. M. M. Garrison
OPTOMETRIST

Our Eyes Our Business

O. M. Garrison
JEWELER

Your Eye's Business

Compliments

SEARCY ICE and COAL CO

Phone 555

Roberson's

Rendezvous
West End

COOKS CAFE

West Side of Square
Regular Meals, Short Orders and Sandwiches

White Coward Shop

The Oldest Barber Shop in White County

Marsh West Harbour

WOOD-FRANKEMAN LUMBER CO.

"Everything to Build Anything"

Phone 446